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Resentment
Many of the caregivers I work with do not believe they deserve to have fun.
They will ask me, “How can I enjoy myself when my loved one is suffering?”
or “How can I leave them and go out with other people? All I can think of is
how sad or upset they are with me.” Guilt is an emotion that is meant to let
us know that we have broken one of the
moral laws, like the 10 commandments.
We are to respond to guilt by taking
responsibility for whatever we’ve done
that is legitimately hurtful, ask for
forgiveness and make amends.
There are two types of guilt: deserved
guilt and undeserved guilt. Let’s start with
deserved guilt. Deserved guilt is based in
our conscience, which is supposed to be
the police officer of your actions. Unless
one suffers from certain types of mental
illness, everyone has a sense of “right and wrong.” We don’t always agree
about which actions are right, or which actions are wrong, but every culture
has an understanding that some behaviors are accepted and others aren’t.
Your conscience has been programmed by your upbringing, your parents,
your church, your government, yourself, or anybody else with authority who
is supposed to know the difference between right and wrong.

Although it is true that all situations are not strictly black and white, most
would hopefully agree that the Bible and the 10 Commandments are the
best place to determine absolute ethics, since it has withstood the test of
time for over 4000 years. These ethics include: don’t lie, don’t steal, don’t
sleep with your neighbor’s spouse, honor your parents, don’t covet other
people’s stuff, treat others as you would treat yourself, don’t swear or curse,
love God, and don’t put anything or anybody above Him. I believe that these
are good values to have in your conscience for a society to successfully
function.
If your conscience was formed correctly while growing up, it will serve as the
moral judge and jury for the decisions you make. When you feel guilty, the
first thing you need to do is ask yourself, “Is there a legitimate reason that I
should feel this guilt?” If the answer is yes, then correct the wrong.
Apologize to the person, fix what you broke, call who you should have
called, turn yourself into the police. Whatever it is, fix it! Then take the guilt
and dispose of it. Never to be seen or felt again. Guilt will periodically come
to every conscience; it’s just a fact of life when you live with other human
beings in this world. Just deal with it properly and immediately.

Some Questions
Think about the last time that you were offended by somebody:
Did you apologize? ____

If so, how did you ask for forgiveness? _________________________

Did you also say, “I’m sorry?” ____

Did you cry? ____
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Did you look them in the eye to let them see your regret, shame and
sorrow? ____

Did you promise never to do it again? ____

Was your offense a repeated wrongdoing that made them not accept
your apology or distrust your constant promises to never repeat the
transgression? ____

Based on your above answers, do you truly believe your apology was
genuine and sincere? ____

Do you feel that the person you apologized to felt you were genuine
and sincere? ____

Have you ever had someone say they were sorry, but you didn’t feel
that they were really sorry? ____

Did you think they said they were sorry only because they got caught?
____

Did you feel they would continue to commit the offense against you or
others? ____
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If so, how did their behavior make you feel? ____________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

It’s very difficult these days to find responsible adults who know how to
sincerely apologize and can actually feel remorse for their offenses. in some
instances, we cannot trust our consciences because of an abusive
upbringing or an authority figure who has distorted the programming of what
we have been taught is genuinely right or wrong (incest would be an
example). The fine line between right and wrong has been blurred because
of society’s decision to move from believing in absolute ethics to situational
ethics – different shades of grey instead of black and white.
While you may want your conscience to let you know if you violate moral
truths, you may still feel guilty for things that were beyond your control. You
may also feel guilty about not anticipating a certain situation, or not being
more informed in order to have prevented it from happening. You may tell
yourself, “If only I had known more about that, or how it could have
negatively impacted me or my loved one’s life, my loved one might still be
healthy today,” thus making you feel guilty that it’s your fault.
Hindsight is always 20/20 vision. There is no way that anyone can predict
the future, yet some people feel guilty for not being able to know what is
going to happen before it happens, things that are beyond your control.

Have you ever felt guilty about something that was beyond their
control? ____

The next question to ask yourself is, “Is the guilt that I feel undeserved?” If
the answer to this question is yes, then there is no wrong to correct, no
apology is necessary, nothing to fix, nothing broken, no one to call or no jail
to be sentenced to. You are innocent; the guilt is not based in fact.
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However, make sure that you can be honest, fair and objective about your
answer, if you are not sure, then ask the opinion of a well-respected mentor.
If the answer is still that it’s undeserved guilt, then take that guilt, and
dispose of it. You never have to see it or feel it again.
Whether you are genuinely
guilty of hurting someone, or
you’re suffering from
underserved guilt feelings,
take care of the situation.
Apologize and make amends if
needed. Or let go of the false
guilt. In either case, the guilt is
gone, and your conscience is
clear. This requires an honest look at yourself and your behavior.
Remember, taking care of yourself FIRST, while making sure your loved
one has quality, not perfect care, is nothing to feel guilty about.
Your guilt meter may also be broken. Just because you feel guilty doesn’t
make you guilty. It may take a conscious decision to simply say, “No,” when
you or any other person blames you for putting your needs above your care
receiver (that is actually called self-care). Your life is just as important as it
was before your loved one’s illness or accident. Living your life to the fullest
is not a bad thing—it is fulfilling God’s plan for your life. Whether no one
else supports you, or even if your loved one is upset with you, it’s critical for
your survival to create opportunities for you to have fun, to replenish your
energy and to dream beyond your caretaking role. It’s Your Life, Too!

Do I often feel guilty for no apparent reason? ____

Do I feel like my life is less important or valuable than my loved one’s?
____
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Has my conscious been damaged by a difficult or unusual childhood?
____

Am I often confused by decisions that I: “should” make vs. “want” to
make? ____

Is it hard for me to differentiate between deserved and undeserved
guilt? ____

“Yes” to any of these questions, could mean your conscience is not working
properly.
Just being aware of this fact, and relying on a trusted friend to guide you,
will eventually get your conscience back on track to be the traffic cop that is
was originally designed to be.
Resentment (bitter indignation at having been treated unfairly), is a common
emotion with caregivers. A typical reason is that they give and sacrifice so
much that they often do not feel appreciated by their loved one. Guilt often
accompanies resentment, and it becomes a bitter cycle. There are many
reasons caregivers feel guilty. Maybe they are not doing enough, or they are
not doing it good enough. Maybe they allow people to “guilt” them into doing
things that they don’t want to do, and that are NOT in their best interests.
A great example is that sitcom in the
70’s about a caregiver who took care of
his elderly dad in the junk business. It
was called “Sandford and Son. Fred
Sanford was notorious for guilting his
son, Lamont, into doing all sorts of hairbrained schemes that were not in his
son’s best interest. Fred would often
clutch his heart, and look up to heaven
saying, “’Lizabeth, I’m commin’ to meet
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ya’ honey.” Lamont would fall for that con every single time, even though he
knew better. And caregivers are the same way! It’s like being handcuffed to
your loved one for the rest of your life – a prisoner in your own home. That
kind of guilt will eventually kill a caregiver.

Have you ever resented someone? ____ Why? What did they do to
you? ____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

How did you respond to the resentment? _______________________
_______________________________________________________

Did it help? ____ If it got better, how long did it improve for? ________

Did you feel guilty for feeling resentment? ____ What else did you feel
guilty about? _____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

Here is a hint if you are not sure what emotion you are feeling. Anger is
typically directed at people with perceived equal status; Contempt is
directed at people with perceived lower status. Resentment is often
triggered by an expression of unappreciation, humiliation or rejection by
another person with real or imagined power.
How do we really let go of resentment? Exasperated friends may tell you to
“Just get over it already.” Therapists might tell us to “let it go.” Other people
may say “forget about it” or the even more unhelpful, “the past is the past.”
But what does any of that generic advice even mean?
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When was the last time you truly felt overwhelmed with happiness,
freedom and gratitude? ____________________________________

If you can’t remember, then you may be holding on to resentments. I can tell
you that you shouldn’t do any of the following with people you resent:
1. Ignore them
2. Fight through them
3. Lock them in a closet
4. Pretend you don’t feel them
5. Try and forget them

Instead, try doing these things:
1. Face them
2. Feel them
3. Deal with them
4. Heal from them

Make a list of at least 3 people you resent. Be completely honest.
1. ________________ 2. ________________ 3. ________________
Next, in order, write what they did that made you resent them. Be honest.
1. ______________________________________________________
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2. ______________________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________________
Next, in order, write what part of your life each resentment affects (selfesteem, confidence, etc.).
1. ______________________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________________
Lastly, in order, what was your part, how did YOU contribute to the
problem?
1. ______________________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________________

If you are honest about your part, and willing to admit it, your resentment
should disappear.
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